Response to the Editor

Dear Editor,

First of all, we want to thank you for your and the reviewers’ valuable suggestions, which have greatly improved or article. Then, we want to apologize for the difficulty encountered by the reviewers in understanding the first version of the manuscript. We have therefore reworked the manuscript, in particular section 3, so that it becomes more accessible for the reader. We have five main changes in the revised manuscript: (1) We decided to calculate SLDR from the maximum spectral lines in the co-channel (and not in the cross-channel) and (2) to simplify the method using SLDR only and removing $\rho_{cx}$ in order to make it more accessible to people which are less familiar with polarimetric parameters. (3) We changed the notation of $\delta_s$ to SLDR to be more consistent with the one used in earlier studies, e.g., Myagkov et al., 2016. (4) We selected a new columnar case study in Section 4.2 which is focusing on a thinner cloud layer and (5) we added a new case study in Section 4.4, showing the ability of the VDPS method to detect microphysical processes by a vertical particle shape change. In addition to our responses to the reviewer comments, we applied a few further modifications to the manuscript, which address mostly the figure layout and the improvement of readability. All of them are also highlighted in the diff version of the resubmission. We hope that the overall sum of the applied modifications will lead to an improved understandability of the article and, therefore, make it suitable for publication in your journal.

Consequently, we would like to submit the revised manuscript and the diff-version of the revised manuscript together with our responses to all the comments provided by the two reviewers. In our replies, all references to modified lines are given with respect to the final revised version of the manuscript (without differences). Thank you for considering our work,

Best regards,

Audrey Teisseire, Patric Seifert, Alexander Myagkov, Martin Radenz and Johannes Bühl.
teisseire@tropos.de

Response to reviewer 1#:

Comment 1:

Therefore, I believe the authors should carefully discuss the research progress of this field and highlight the contribution of this work, instead of simply referring to for example Myagkov et al. (2016a).

Response 1:

The VDPS method is a new versatile version of the method developed in Myagkov et al., 2016a. As explained in the introduction of this letter, we decided to simplify the method removing the cross-correlation coefficient from the method. Indeed, the calibration of $\rho_{cx}$ is strongly dependent on the antenna quality which is not compatible with the spheroidal scattering model developed in Myagkov et al., 2016a, and used in the VDPS method (see Section 3.2). In the revised manuscript we propose a new version of VDPS method, working with SLDR only.
Our main motivation for the study is defined by the availability of scanning LDR-mode cloud radars in Europe, which potentially with a very little effort and investment can be upgraded to the SLDR-mode. Such an upgrade would allow for gathering a long-term dataset with a possibility of an advanced characterization of ice particles. The two methods detailed in Myagkov et al., 2016, and Teisseire et al., 2023, will be compared in an upcoming field campaign in Switzerland where an SLDR (Metek MBR5) and a hybrid-mode (Metek MBR7) radar will be co-located.

We added in the conclusion Section, lines 496-498: “Overall, the VDPS technique has the potential to become a standard procedure in the analysis of long-term observations from scanning SLDR cloud radar systems. Given the broad availability of scanning LDR-mode cloud radars in Europe, the VDPS method provides good reasoning to update these to SLDR mode with low effort and investment”

Comment 2:

Different observing modes were mentioned in the manuscript, but no explanations were presented. It would be beneficial to summarize the characteristics of different modes in a table, and show why and how this mode is superior to others.

Response 2:

Yes, it is only mentioned in the manuscript that SLDR-mode (which is LDR-mode but slanted at 45°) is more sensitive to particle shapes. Indeed, due to the rotation of the antenna around the emission source, the received polarization will be less impacted by the wobbling effect of particles. In this manner, for our study, it is more relevant to use the polarimetric parameter SLDR to describe particle shapes. Some studies explained well the difference between radars (see the poster from the Metek company below, https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiz0N6W5ur_AhXizgIHChYVBOcQFnoECBYQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsams.confex.com%2Fams%2F38RADAR%2Fwebprogram%2FHandout%2FPaper32149%2FPosterPolarization.pdf&usg=AOvVaw1KU9q4bPMgHEm6hykFvF- &opi=89978449).

First, we attempted to provide the requested table, but we quickly realized that the introduction and discussion of different radar modes would go beyond the scope of our study. We thus decided to provide a reference to the book of Bringi, 2009, Chapter 6, to line 89: "Numerous polarimetric configurations of radar systems exist (Bringi, 2009, Ch. 6), but the LDR mode is currently the most common one amongst cloud radars."

Comment 3:

I am frustrated in connecting the symbols used this work to existing works. For example, SLDR is denoted by delta_s, rho_hv by rho_s. And polarization ratio, orientation…I took very long time to connect them to what have been used by Myagkov 2016. Other readers may have similar feelings… I would suggest keeping consistent with Myagkov who is the coauthor of this work.

Response 3:

We find the proposition reasonable to use SLDR instead of δ_t to be coherent with the work of Myagkov et al., (2016) and Matrosov et al., (2012). Some co-authors work in lidar research,
where single greek letters are used in mathematical expressions, which motivated us to introduce the single-letter parameters. Concerning $\rho_s$, we decided to remove this parameter from the method, as explained in response 1.

**Comment 4:**

In addition, I feel the first paragraph in section 2.3 is poorly organized. Please elaborate the used variables before analyzing the results in Fig.2.

**Response 4:**

The reviewer is right, the Section 2.3 was rephrased and reorganized by the authors in the revised manuscript to make it more understandable.

**Comment 5:**

I believe that the Rayleigh condition at Ka-band should be considered. The theoretical basis is based on the assumption of Ka-band Rayleigh scattering which is satisfied for pristine ice. However, in presence of large aggregates which usually occur at -5 to 0 C or -15 C, this assumption is violated and the retrieval should be made with caution.

**Response 5:**

The question was also asked by the second reviewer, please see the details in the response I.3, below in the second part.

**Comment 6:**

L160-163. the concept of orientation should be well discussed. The reasons why these assumed K values are applicable should be elaborated.

**Response 6:**

The reviewer is right, it was not really clear in the section 2.3. The degree of orientation of particles is not assumed but retrieved by the spheroidal scattering model. The degree of orientation is well explained in Myagkov et al., 2016a by the formula 11 and the figure 9 of this paper. We added this reference to the revised manuscript, see lines 173-174 : "The degree of orientation characterizes the width of the particle orientation angle distribution (the degree of orientation is explained in more details in Myagkov et al., (2016), in Figure 9 and Equation 11 in there)". In our paper, VDPS method doesn’t retrieve the degree of orientation and we are focusing on the particle shape described by the polarizability ratio. That is why the VDPS method provides as output the vertical distribution of the polarizability ratio, only. In this study, the degree of orientation is used quantitatively only.

We deleted the following sentence from Section 2.3 of the original submission: "In contrast, as a comparison of Figures 2a and 2b shows, $\rho_s$ is a proxy of degree of orientation $\kappa$ (as described by Ryzhkov (2001)). Indeed, $\rho_s$ features no sensitivity with respect to $\zeta$, as gradients of $\rho_s$ against the elevation angle only exist with respect to $\kappa$.”.

**Comment 7:**
The authors claim that rimed or aggregated ice particles are isometric and speculate that the retrieved polarization ratio around 1 indicates riming or aggregation. I feel that this statement should be used with caution. Firstly, the method may be limited to pristine ice at ka band. The Rayleigh condition at Ka band may not have reached, for example at 1.6 km in figure 10. Therefore, the basic assumption is broken. Secondly, very heavily rimed ice can be isometric. Lightly rimed ice or aggregation has a characteristic aspect ratio.

Response 7:

Apologies for the misunderstanding. The polarizability ratio is depending on the axis ratio (which is the indicator of particle shape) and the ice density. It is known that ice density is typically lower in aggregates, therefore, polarimetric signatures are less pronounced for aggregates and rimed particles. For this reason, the polarizability ratio will be close to 1 for aggregates, because of the combination of low density and close-to-unity axis ratio.

From the polarimetric observations we cannot directly classify processes like riming and aggregation and we cannot say at which altitude these processes happen, but from the polarizability ratio profile we can see that something happens, a process changing shape and/or density of particles (see an example in Section 4.4, in the revised manuscript). This alone is a valuable information which a conventional vertically pointed and single frequency radar cannot give.

We changed the content of lines 371: “as both of which form isometric graupel particles or aggregates, respectively” to “which cannot unambiguously be identified solely with the VDPS method.” And we added lines 362, 368 and 370: “... isometric or less dense particles”.

Comment 8:

I understand that the authors do not have aircraft observations at hand for validation. Why the retrieved results are consistent with cloud physics should be discussed and the weaknees that no direction comparison was done should be discussed.

Response 8:

We agree to the reviewer, that a direct evaluation of the retrieval technique should be preferred and that the current evaluation approach is actually a consistency check. Unfortunately, we do not have in-situ data (and in general it is hard and expensive to have aircraft or general airborne measurements), therefore, the presented method is based on a STSR-mode retrieval which has been verified by a joint analysis of radar observations of ice particles formed at top of mixed-phase clouds and ice particles grown under similar conditions in the lab (Myagkov et al.,2016a). Secondly, the temperature is precious to describe ice particle formation. If you have a look at the Figure 1 from the reply letter, we can see that between -3°C and -10°C, only columns can be formed while between -10°C and -20°C only plate-like are susceptible to form in this condition. To validate the VDPS method, we chose case studies according to this assumption (see Section 4.2 and 4.3), which represents a relevant evidence. The second case study representing columnar crystals has been changed one featuring a thinner cloud layer (see Section 4.2).
II. Technical issues

Comment 9 :

L109. Do you mean that the spectral line with the highest Scx was used? If so, a figure illustrating the spectral processing is needed, since this has rarely been done.

Response 9 :

Yes, we used the maximum spectral lines in the cross-channel to derive SLDR. In general, quality of polarimetric observations depends on SNR (Bringi and Chandrasekar, 2001). In LDR and SLDR radars SNR in the co-channel by several orders of magnitude exceeds SNR in the cross-channel. Thanks to the reviewer comment, we decided to recalculate SLDR with the maximum spectral lines in the co-channel (See Section 2.1). By doing this, we improved drastically the quality of Figures in the revised manuscript and we realized the potential of comparing SLDR calculating in the co- and cross-channel. We added in the conclusion Section, lines 486-491 : “However, a new approach taking into account the comparison between main peaks detected in the co- and cross-channels can give more information about the ice crystal populations in a volume: if the main peaks are similar in the co- and cross channels, it means that the main hydrometeor population depolarizes the most. On the other hand, the presence of different main peaks in the co- and cross-polarized Doppler spectra would imply the presence of a second hydrometeor population which depolarizes strongly, while still a non-polarizing hydrometeor population dominates the co-channel signal.”
Comment 10:

In addition, have you quantified the impact of spectral broadening which can effectively smooth the spectral peak?

Response 10:

Spectral broadening has no impact on the SLDR calculation with this method calculating SLDR from the maximum spectral line in the co-channel (see response II.9). This effect could smooth the spectral peak, but symmetrically, that means that the highest value of Sco remains unchanged.

Comment 11:

Fig. 3. add discussions about orientation.

Response 11:

Figure 3 is focusing on the distribution of SLDR from 90° to 150° elevation angle. The values of SLDR are processed for the three particle shape classes (oblate, isometric and prolate particle shape classes) represented by a specific symbol in Figure 2. That is why we don’t need to discuss about the degree of orientation in Figure 3. We hope that this notion will be easier to understand by removing ρcx from the method.

Comment 12:

Fig. 6. Orientation information is missing

Response 12:

Yes, you are right, we added in the caption of Figure 6: “SLDR(θmin) = −32dB, SLDR(θmax) = −11dB, and κ = 0.85”.

Comment 13:

L174-175. I do not see the discussions about dendritic in your figures.

Response 13:

Dendrites are considered as oblate particles in the paper. We changed dendrite to plate-like in the revised manuscript, to be more general. We added line 193: “Finally, plate-like particles, belonging to the oblate particle class,...” to specify the oblate aspect of dendrites.

Comment 14:

L178-180. The discussion on isometric particle shape class is lack of ground.

Response 14:
We rephrase and reorganize the Section 2.2 to be more understandable. We added lines 192-193: “The isometric primary particle shape class is represented by constantly low values of SLDR at all elevation angles between 90° and 150°.”

Response to reviewer 2#:

I. First observations

Comment 1:

The authors should make more clear which parts of this work are substantially different from the previous approach by Myagkov et al., 2016a,b. I understand that the hybrid-mode Ka band radar in Myagkov et al., 2016 is different from the SLDR mode radar in this study. But as mentioned in Myagkov et al., 2016a their approach can also be applied to SLDR mode radars. So what are the major changes and improvements in this work?

Response 1:

Our main motivation for the study is defined by the availability of scanning LDR-mode cloud radars in Europe, which potentially with a very little effort and investment can be upgraded to the SLDR mode. Such an upgrade would allow for gathering a long-term dataset with a possibility of an advanced characterization of ice particles. The reviewer is right that the original method of Myagkov et al., 2016 can be applied to SLDR mode radars, but it requires an accurate polarimetric calibration. This calibration is not so straightforward for the correlation coefficient $\rho_{cx}$ and we think that this may limit the acceptance of the method in a broad community especially for people who are not experts in cloud radar polarimetry. Therefore, we decided to develop a much simpler method, based, in the current state, only on a single polarimetric parameter - SLDR. Another novelty presented in the manuscript is an idea that a profile of the polarizability ratio can be used not only to derive shape of pristine ice crystals at cloud tops (as done in Myagkov 2016a,b) but also as an indicator of microphysical processes affecting particles’ shape and/or apparent density in deep precipitating clouds. This information has been added into the introduction Section. With the revision we decided to readapt the retrieval and to make it applicable using SLDR only, which simplifies the understanding of the method for the reader while maintaining its applicability.

We modified the flowchart presented in Figure 4, added in the last step a new way to discriminate columns from isometric particles, where SLDR>-25dB for columnar crystals (see Section 3.3).

We added the following content to lines 64-68 of the introduction: “Even though the number of scanning STSR-mode cloud radars has been continuously growing in Europe, a number of measurement sites within ACTRIS (the Aerosol, Clouds and Trace Gases Research Infrastructure) are equipped with scanning LDR radars (Madonna et al., 2013; Löhnert et al., 2015; Tetoni et al., 2022). Such radars can be modified to the SLDR mode with relatively low efforts and investments, and as a result provide long a term observational database for retrieving the polarizability ratio of ice-containing clouds in different climatic zones.”
Comment 2:

It would be also a great help for the reader if you could use more “common” notation for variables or make them at least consistent with the one used in Myagkov et al. Ideally, the method from Myagkov et al., 2016 should be directly compared to your new method using an identical case study, but I don’t know whether such a dataset exists. I also think the authors need to describe better the state-of-the-art of different SLDR approaches and also provide all necessary references to previous work (SLDR work done by Reinking, Melnikov, Matrosov, etc.) to the reader (see comment to the introduction below).

Response 2:

The reviewer argument convinced us, that we should not enhance the complexity of the technique by introducing a new notation. Some co-authors work in lidar research, where single greek letters are used in mathematical expressions. Concordantly, we changed δ to SLDR to be more coherent with the subject-related literature (Myagkov et al., 2016, Matrosov et al., 2012 ...), and ρ is removed from the method. This notation will facilitate the reading of this paper for people less experienced in the polarimetric radar field. Concerning the request for a comparative case study: unfortunately, we don't have an identical case study because we work with different campaigns and different radar types. Myagkov et al., 2016 uses the ACCEPT campaign with a STSR mode radar, while Teisseire et al., 2023 is written based on data from the CyCARE campaign, where a SLDR-mode scanning cloud radar was operated, see Section 2.1. We will compare the two methods in an upcoming campaign in Switzerland (winter 2023/24), when an SLDR (Metek MBR5) and a hybrid-mode radar (Metek MBR7) will operate co-located in order to obtain the evaluation dataset. We added in the discussion Section, lines 452-454: “We will compare the two methods in an upcoming campaign in Switzerland (winter 2023/24), where an SLDR (Metek S/N MBR5) and a hybrid-mode radar (Metek S/N MBR7) will operate co-located next to each other.”

The comment related to the referencing of previous work is addressed further below in a dedicated statement.

Comment 3:

The method described here and also the one in Myagkov et al., 2016a,b are based on Rayleigh scattering approximation. To my knowledge, it has not yet been proven (for example with DDA scattering simulations) that this approximation is a valid assumption for the polarimetric quantities used in this work or what the uncertainty range associated with the Rayleigh assumption is. Previous studies such as Schrom and Kumjian, JAMC, 2018 found quite large deviations in polarimetric variables for plate-like particles even when using T-Matrix and even at low radar frequencies. The fact that the retrieved values are consistent with laboratory data (as shown in Myagkov et al., 2016b) is in my opinion not sufficient as the agreement could be caused by compensating errors in the retrieval itself. I would have expected that the authors do at least an attempt to test the general consistency of the Rayleigh assumption with existing DDA scattering datasets (for example Lu et al., AMT, 2016). I also realized that the PICNIC project is part of a bigger German research collaboration on radar polarimetry (PROM). Wouldn’t it be possible that some of the collaborating projects provide you with DDA calculations of plates and columns in order to check the validity of the Rayleigh assumptions which are the core of the method? This would have been a clear improvement or at least a confirmation of the previous approach.
We thank the reviewer for this valuable comment. The algorithm indeed assumes Rayleigh scattering. It is true that large individual particles may produce scattering signatures different from those predicted by the Rayleigh spheroidal model. In reality, however, we never observe individual particles. There is a huge number of particles coexisting in the scattering volume. In the case of large aggregates or rimed particles, one of course expects resonance effects from individual particles and this is what DDA predicts. But in radar observations we almost never see these signatures. This is because no ice particles are exactly the same, they have different orientations and complexity which average out resonance effects in backscattering radar observables. And this (scattering from a mixture of many different ice particles) is what DDA databases do not currently have.

In rain where all droplets follow similar size-shape-velocity relations, polarimetric oscillations are nicely visible (Myagkov et al., 2020). However, in ice regions of deep clouds we rarely see polarimetric signatures produced by large ice particles. In order to support this point of view, we randomly took 80 deep precipitating clouds from the analyzed campaign, presented below, in Figure 2. For each cloud we took profiles of the attenuated reflectivity and SLDR, at 60° off-zenith angle. All profiles were then displayed on a single scatter plot given below. As one can see, even for the highest reflectivity values SLDR does not exceed -10 dB which roughly corresponds to ZDR of 0.9 dB. Of course, extreme cases such as in references given by the reviewer can still occur, but at least during the period of the Cyprus deployment of the SLDR cloud radar used in our study such cases are exceptional. Even in the case reported by Oue et al., 2018 JAMC, when ZDR of 7 dB was observed at X-band, the authors note that a simple spheroidal would indicate a presence of highly oblate particles. We would like to emphasize that the parameter we derive, polarizability ratio, is a function of the geometric axis ratio and apparent ice density. Please note, that in this study we propose to use this parameter as a proxy of changes in particle’s microphysics but of course it is not possible to conclude which exact physical parameter (shape, density etc) changes. Luckily this decoupling is often not required. For example, if we have dendrites at the cloud top, the polarizability ratio will be well below 1. If throughout the cloud dendrites aggregate, this leads to aspect ratios closer to 1 and smaller apparent ice density. Both effects let the polarizability ratio approach values closer to 1. In the case of riming, particle’s shape is getting closer to spherical, but density is increasing. However, the effect of density on the polarizability ratio is small in the case of shapes close to spheres and the polarizability ratio will become close to 1. Therefore, we think that the polarizability ratio can be used to detect such processes, although it is true that it is not possible to say which exact mechanism is responsible for changes of the polarizability ratio.

We added in Section 2.3, lines 154-163, this explanation: “It is well known that the Rayleigh approximation is not always applicable to simulate scattering from large ice particles. Often the direct dipole approximation (DDA) is used to simulate scattering of individual ice particles having a complex shape. However, these simulations are often limited to a number of predefined shapes and therefore do not necessarily represent the ice particles observed by a radar. Simulations for a single particle also do not reflect the volumetric scattering effects. In general, ice particles in a scattering volume have arbitrary shapes and the contribution of individual particles to the backscattering radar observables is averaged out. We decided to assume the Rayleigh scattering and the spheroidal particle approximation (Matrosov, 1991; Ryzhkov, 2001; Bringi and Chandrasekar, 2001) because (1) such a model explains general polarimetric scattering effects with just a few parameters, (2) the model parameters are well
constrained by the observations, (3) the volumetric scattering is taken into account, and (4) the model allows a computationally effective derivation of the polarizability ratio.”

Figure 2: Attenuated radar reflectivity $Z$ and SLDR of 80 deep precipitating clouds as observed at 60° off-zenith angle in the course the CyCARE campaign.

Comment 4:
As you mention in the text, one of the strong assumptions of all RHI based SLDR retrievals is that particle populations are homogenous at a certain height level within a few km horizontal distance. I was hoping that you provide some objective criteria for estimating the homogeneity of particles. Your method seems to still depend on the “experienced-eye” selection of RHI scans (L. 191). In my opinion, this is completely impractical for compiling statistics (which you mention in the conclusions L. 415 ff).

Response 4:
In the algorithm we have a rule for homogeneity of clouds, namely at least 15% of data points in the RHI should be available (this limit number can be change depending on the radar calibration or scan velocity, as explained in Section 3). We assume that at a certain altitude conditions are similar and therefore the formation and evolution of ice particles is also similar. Please note that our study is based not on weather radars observing 100s km distance. The maximum distance of the used cloud radars is typically limited by 10 km. Thus, we assume horizontal homogeneity over a distance maximum of 8.5 km which is comparable with a footprint of spaceborne radars. Stratiform clouds typically have much larger scale and therefore we think that this assumption is correct in a majority of cases.
We added some sentences to Section 3, lines 209-214: “The scale of the horizontal homogeneity if defined by the maximum observation distance of the used cloud radar and the lowest elevation angle (10-15 km and 30°, respectively). Thus, the required scale of the horizontal homogeneity is mostly below 13 km, which is comparable e.g. to a footprint of spaceborne remote-sensing meteorological instruments. A majority of stratiform clouds have much larger spatial scale. In addition, the algorithm requires a minimum number of data points in each layer, representing 15% of data points, as will be explained in Section 3.1”.

In our study, we decided to check RHI scans used for the four presented case studies with experienced-eyes (Section 4), and verify the homogeneity of the investigated clouds to validate the VDPS method. Statistics can be compiled with RHI scans previously chosen with experienced-eyes, but we decided to remove the following sentences about statistics from the Conclusion Section of the first submission: “The VDPS method was implemented by means of an automated framework, which permits us to obtain statistics about the particle shape for a long period of measurements and covering several field campaigns. In order to ensure the quality and the relevance of statistics, it is preferable to check the homogeneity of RHI scans beforehand with experienced-eyes.”

Comment 5:

The biggest weakness in my view is the lack of an independent evaluation of the method. The case study analysis which you present is at the most a consistency check. The fact that the retrieved shape is roughly matching the expected shape in this temperature region cannot be counted as an evaluation of the method. How can you be sure that only one particle type with a distinct shape is present in your volume (the cloud in your second case is roughly 1.5km thick)? How can you know that your crystals are not partially rimed in an environment which Cloudnet classifies as mixed-phase? I think the case studies shown here are also less convincing than the comparison shown in Myagkov et al., 2016b where the authors selected only thin and clearly liquid-topped mixed-phase clouds.

Response 5:

We agree to the reviewer, that a direct evaluation of the retrieval technique should be preferred and that the current evaluation approach in actually a consistency check. Please note, that a direct evaluation is nearly impossible to do for our study. Unfortunately, we do not have in-situ data (and in general it is hard and expensive to have aircraft measurements), therefore, the retrieval relies on the indirect evaluation given in Myagkov et al., 2016. The VDPS method does not aim to classify processes, and can only be used to detect the presence of a process changing shape and/or density without knowing the exact mechanism (Illustrated in Section 4.4).

Regarding a mixture of particles, we use the strongest spectral line in each co-channel (SNR) Doppler spectrum. Assuming that it is defined by the predominant hydrometeor type. Columns and plate-like particles have completely different size-velocity relations and therefore it is not likely that they have comparable reflectivity at the same velocity. In addition, distinct shapes (plates/columns) are formed at temperatures warmer than -20°C. For the temperature range considered in this study, it is known that only one major shape is formed by ice nucleation, as ice nucleation is only taking place via the liquid phase (Westbrook et al., 2011).
The reviewer is right about the second case study interpreted in Section 4.2, the cloud is too thick to be able to presume that only pristine crystals such as columns coexist. We decided to replace the columnar case study in Section 4.2 by one of a thinner cloud layer which is easier to interpret. Doing this, we have three case studies where the VDPS method can be evaluated for three particle shapes using the temperature range, responsible for the hydrometeor formation.

II. Other general comments:

I have two major criticism regarding the introduction:

Comment 1:

a) In my understanding, an introduction should include an overview of the previous work done on the topic and also describe the current state-of-art. I miss a number of studies related to SLDR which can be easily found by a quick internet search. Currently, the introduction is heavily weighted toward the work of the authors and their working group. I strongly suggest that the authors provide a more thorough and less self-biased literature overview. For example in the paragraph starting at L. 44 the only two studies related to SLDR that you introduce are from Matrosov et al., 2012 and Myagkov et al., 2016a. This is not really complete considering the previous work done on this topic. No need to discuss every study but at least a complete list of references should be provided. Just a few examples of missing studies related to SLDR:

Reinking et al., JTECH, 2002 (Used SLDR to distinguish drizzle, crystals and irregular ice particles)

Matrosov et al., JAS, 2005 (Fall attitudes of dendrites derived using SLDR and HLDR)

Line 48: we added the three references (Matrosov et al., 2001, Reinking et al., 2002 and Matrosov et al., 2005)

Comment 2:

L. 41: The recent study by Luke et al., PNAS, 2021 where the authors used Doppler spectra and LDR to separate different hydrometeor populations is missing.

Response 2:

We added the reference Luke et al., 2021 to line 42.

Comment 3:

b) My second criticism is related to the motivation of the relevancy to retrieve shape information of ice particles. Just to avoid misunderstandings: I agree that information about ice particle shape is valuable but I find your discussion and argumentation of why this information is relevant for models or our microphysical understanding to be quite vague. For example, in L. 29-31: You argue that the shape information can be used to distinguish pristine ice from aggregates or rimed particles. Many aircraft studies showed in the past that most ice and mixed-phase clouds are dominated by irregular particles. (1) Can your method distinguish between irregular particles and aggregates/rimed particles? (2) What would
happen if you probed a mixture of columnar and plate-like particles? They could be both “pristine” but probably would look like aggregates. As you write in the introduction, if you are looking at the top of a mixed-phase cloud, you can assume that all particles grow into a particular shape due to the similar temperature regime they were nucleated. (3) But for deeper clouds, I highly question whether an approach indicating a change in shape can really distinguish between a mixture of ice crystal shapes, aggregation or riming. In L. 37-40 you also mention that the shape information could be useful to “support the improvement of these processes in numerical models”. (4) Can you explain better how you think a vertical profile of shape can be useful for model development? I am very skeptical since most bulk schemes assume a constant ice particle habit throughout the entire temperature range. (5) Only very few experimental models currently exist which take particle habit into account.

Response 3:

Thank you for these interesting questions. We will answer them one by one to be as efficient as possible.

(1) The VDPS method is able to determine the particle shape of the main population of hydrometeors for each layer. Concerning aggregates, they will have a lower density compared to pristine crystals (with a polarizability ratio near to one), while graupel particles have a higher density and a rather spherical shape (with a polarizability ratio near to one). The VDPS method is supposed to probe the overall vertical distribution of particle shapes - as the VDPS acronym already indicates – for the predominant hydrometeor population. We want to observe the starting phase and the transition from a certain initial particle shape to the shape parameter observed at another point in the cloud. This approach will help in the utilization and interpretation of further retrieval techniques. E.g., the ice crystal number concentration retrieval of Bühl et al., (2019, AMT), requires that the particle shape is known. Appropriate retrievals are only possible where the crystal population can be assumed to be homogeneous. VDPS is planned to provide anchor points for the application of the Bühl-2019 ICNC retrieval. Ice particles evolve due to sedimentation, deposition, sublimation, aggregation, and riming. A vertical change in shape or density can be due to a microphysical process like riming or aggregation (for example, dendritic crystals, observed by VDPS as oblate particles, which are falling though a supercooled liquid layer, are likely to transform into graupel, observed as isometric particles, due to a riming process). A new Section is inserted in the manuscript to illustrate this transition (Section 4.4). This shape transition informs that a microphysical process is occurring but it is impossible to give more details based on the VDPS method only. Further techniques are required, in addition, in such cases. Possible attempts (Doppler spectral separation, multi-wavelength, machine-learning based detection of liquid and graupel) are already mentioned in the manuscript.

(2) The Doppler spectral line of the particle type which contributes the strongest SNR in the co-channel will be analyzed. Thus, as long as the same hydrometeor type is contained in the max SNR at all elevation angles, this one will be analyzed. In case of a mixture of columnar and dendritic crystals, SNR Doppler spectra will show two peaks at different fall velocities and SLDR will be only calculated for the main particle type which has the strongest signal in the co-channel. VDPS derives the particle shape or density for the predominant particle population in each layer. For this reason, it will likely not be the case that VDPS identifies aggregates due
to a mix of columnar and dendritic particles. At least as long only one particle type contributes to the strongest SNR at all elevation angles.

(3) Right, only the change in polarizability ratio might not be sufficient to distinguish pristine processes, aggregation, or riming. But just to see the evolution/change of the particle shape with cloud depth will help to interpret the scenario with the help of additional approaches (such as multi-wavelength, spectral, or machine-learning approaches such as VOODOO, as is also mentioned already in the manuscript).

(4) Finally, cloud-resolved spectral-bin models are capable to simulate aspect ratio and density of particles. We are currently working on transferring these model outputs into radar observations space. We are looking forward to the first model-obs evaluations which are scheduled for the abovementioned upcoming field experiment in Switzerland (winter 2024/25). At TROPOS, the modeling department is actually working with two different spectral-bin cloud-resolving models, COSMO-SPECS (Diehl et al., 2018) and AMPS (Hashino et al., 2020). Work is currently in progress to apply the Myagkov et al., (2016a) spheroidal scattering model as forward-simulator to the spectral-bin model output. This would then allow a model-obs-evaluation. We cannot mention these attempts yet in the manuscript, since work is ongoing an no references can be given so far.

(5) The reviewer is right that current models often assume a single habit throughout the temperature range. However, there are projects aiming to introduce a better habit prediction. One of them is a subproject of PROM (see section 2 in Silke Troemel 2021) driven by DWD and Uni Cologne. The project aims to implement a habit evolution throughout a cloud changing from a pristine shape at the top to aggregate and/or rimed particles. This habit prediction is planned to be incorporated into a Monte-Carlo Particle Model for Rimming and Aggregation (McSnow, Brdar and Seifert, 2018). A dataset of profiles of polarizability ratios is of a great importance for evaluation of the habit evolution prediction. Also this approach is work in progress, which cannot yet be referenced.

Comment 4 :

Section 3 with the description of the methodology needs to be substantially reworked. I found the sentences and formulations (for example Sec 3.2) to be extremely confusing and hard to follow (see several specific comments below). I also found it disappointing that the retrieval code is not made publicly available to the community for example on github/gitlab. This should be a standard nowadays and would also help the community to further develop the approach.

Response 4 :

We are currently working on a publication of the retrieval code; the algorithm will be submitted after the date of submission of the revision. In the final version of the manuscript (upon acceptance), we will add a github-zenodo-reference to the final version of the code.

We worked heavily on Section 3 to make it more comprehensive for the reader. Main point is the removal of the cross-correlation coefficient from the method, which allows us to concentrate on the application of the SLDR. Beforehand, $\rho_{cx}$ was only required to deal with special cases where SLDR was rather low ($<-25\text{dB}$) while $\rho_{cx}$ still showed some elevation dependency. These cases used to be identified as slightly prolate particles. Now they are
grouped into the isometric particle class, which was already within the uncertainty range before, anyhow.

III. Specific comments:

Comment 1 :

L. 4: I find the formulation “wobbling effect of particles” unclear. I guess you want to say that SLDR is less sensitive to particle orientation as already shown by previous studies, correct?

Response 1 :

The reference to the wobbling effect is a common approach, as it has been already described in studies of Matrosov and Reinking (Reinking et al., 2002, Matrosov et al., 2012, 2020) and others.

Comment 2 :

L. 7: “SLDR-vs-elevation” maybe a bit unconventional. I suggest writing it out.

Response 2 :

We changed it line 8 to “SLDR from 90° to 30° elevation angle”

Comment 3 :

L. 9: “columnar and oblate” why not prolate and oblate or columnar and plate-like? This would be more consistent.

Response 3 :

We changed it to “columnar and plate-like”, line 10.

Comment 4 :

L. 12-13: How can you be sure that the shape is not primarily changed by sublimation or depositional growth in different regimes (for example: first columnar and then plate-like resulting in capped-columns)?

Response 4 :

We do not make conclusions on the nature of the microphysical processes occurring in the investigated clouds. We are focusing on the vertical evolution of apparent particle shape only. What we get is the polarizability ratio which is the result of shape and density of the particle population. All further interpretation is subject to the reader, but will likely require further evaluation datasets (as explained in response II.3 and in the conclusions section of the article).

Comment 5 :

L. 19: I think a textbook reference would be more appropriate here for this first sentence.
Response 5:
We add the reference to Pruppacher and Klett, 1997 to line 19 of the revised manuscript.

Comment 6:
L. 20: Add “the formation of” before precipitation.

Response 6:
We added “the formation of” before “precipitation” to line 21.

Comment 7:
L. 41-43: Another limitation of the spectral approach is that hydrometeors with similar terminal fall velocities (for example drizzle and small ice) cannot be distinguished in the spectrum. I suggest mentioning that several polarimetric variables can also be resolved spectrally. Would your method be principally applicable in a spectral approach?

Response 7:
Indeed, analysis of the full Doppler spectrum would provide a much more detailed view on the particle populations present in a cloud layer. Actually, one project at TROPOS is currently dealing with such an approach, but an official publication is not yet available (see here for a conference abstract: https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/conference-proceedings-of-spie/11859/2597693/Retrieval-of-shape-and-orientation-of-multiple-hydrometeor-types-from/10.1117/12.2597693.short?SSO=1). Analysis of Doppler spectra from different elevation angles is a challenge, as the horizontal wind and angular effects (caused by the changing antenna elevation angle) lead to a smearing of the Doppler peaks with increasing angular distance from the zenith.

However, SLDR in here is currently calculated for the main peak in SNR (co-channel) Doppler spectra representing the main population of particles. For example, the secondary ice production might be visible in the Doppler spectrum but is not taken into account in the method, as the overall co-channel SNR of secondary ice is usually below the SNR of the main hydrometeor population. We propose to add to lines 44-46 “Moreover, hydrometeors with similar terminal fall velocities (for example drizzle and small ice) cannot be distinguished in the Doppler spectrum. In this case, it is possible to have a look at Doppler spectra of polarimetric parameters such as LDR or SLDR to confirm in which spectral mode crystals are present.”

The discussion of Doppler-spectral approaches also motivated us to elaborate a bit more on the potential use of the co- and cross-SNR as reference spectra for selection of the main peak. Some text was added to lines 486-491 of the conclusions section: “However, a new approach taking into account the comparison between main peaks detected in the co- and cross-channels can give more information about the ice crystal populations in a volume: if the main peaks are similar in the co- and cross-channels, it means that the main hydrometeor population depolarizes the most. On the other hand, the presence of different main peaks in the co- and cross-polarized Doppler spectra would imply the presence of a second hydrometeor population..."
which depolarizes strongly, while still a non-polarizing hydrometeor population dominates the co-channel signal”.

Comment 8:
L. 56-58: That sentence contains some redundancy, or?

Response 8:
Yes, Lines 57-60 were changed to: “Note, that it is not directly possible to infer the aspect ratio and the apparent ice density from the polarizability ratio. However, since the polarizability ratio depends on both variables, we suggest using it to track the evolution of the ice particles from pristine state to aggregates and rimed particles.”

Comment 9:
L. 82: Maybe more general plate-like particles?

Response 9:
Yes, we changed „dendritic“ to „plate-like“ particles at all instances in the revised manuscript.

Comment 10:
Table 1: Please extend the table and add information on sensitivity at a certain range, beam width and co-cross-channel isolation.

Response 10:
The co-cross-channel isolation was determined with the experimental approach described in Myagkov et al., 2015, by means of identification of the minimum SLDR that was measured in the presence of light drizzle. The co-cross-channel isolation was thus found to be -35dB. We added in the revised manuscript this sentence lines 133-135: “The co-cross-channel isolation was determined with the experimental approach described in Myagkov2015, by means of identification of the minimum SLDR value that was measured at zenith-pointing, in the presence of light drizzle. The co-cross-channel isolation was thus found to be -35 dB with MIRA-35.”

Comment 11:
L. 95: figure axes instead of caption?

Response 11:
L.107 we changed „throughout this article and on the figure captions” to “throughout this article and figures.”

Question 12:
L. 115/Eq(2): Explain meaning of <>
Response 12:

We added L.125: “...and <> denotes averaging over a series of collected Doppler spectra.”

Comment 13:

L. 116: “subject to noise artifacts”. Unclear what you mean here. I thought only the maximum peak is used…

Response 13:

Yes, it is right, we don’t correct SLDR spectra but SNR spectra. We changed line 126 to “The raw spectra of SNR are subject to noise artifacts.”

Comment 14:

L. 150: “gradients of rho_s against the elevation angle” What do you mean here? I can’t see a gradient against an elevation angle as you only show 90° and 150°.

Response 14:

Yes, you are right we don’t measure any gradient but a slope. We changed “gradient” to “linear regression” at all instances the revised manuscript. Concerning Figures 2 and 3, the distribution of modeled SLDR is plotted in Figure 3 for data points defined by the respective symbols in Figure 2. The scattering model is actually processed for all elevation angles and for each elevation step a value associated to the respective particle shape class is plotted in Figure 3.

Comment 15:

L. 151: “giving an idea about the shape” please rephrase.

Response 15:

We have changed the following sentence in lines 166-168: “For our radar configuration, the realistic range of possible polarizability ratios $\xi$ spans from 0.3 to 2.3 giving an idea about the shape of particles, while the degree of orientation $\kappa$, ranging from -1 to 1, describes the orientation of particles.” to “For our radar configuration, the realistic range of possible polarizability ratios $\xi$ spans from 0.3 to 2.3 and the degree of orientation $\kappa$, is ranging from -1 to 1.”.

Comment 16:

L. 143: “assumes Rayleigh scattering” I suggest adding some sentences in the discussion that the Rayleigh assumption of the current technique should be checked with more realistic scattering methods. For example, Schrom and Kumjian, JAMC, 2018 show that typical radar polarimetric variables of plate-like particles calculated with T-Matrix deviate quite substantially from DDA calculations even at low weather radar frequencies. In my opinion, those results should be a warning that similar uncertainties might also affect SLDR methods. Ideally, this manuscript should provide a consistency check with existing DDA scattering databases.
Response 16:

Please see our reply to the comment I.3 on the Rayleigh scattering assumption.

There is a number of advantages the simple spheroidal model provides unlike DDA:

1. It considers the volumetric scattering
2. It can explain general polarimetric signatures observed in natural clouds
3. It has just a few parameters
4. These parameters are well constrained by the measurements
5. The optimization-based retrieval is quick

We added these information to Section 2.3 of the revised manuscript lines 154-163.

Comment 17:

Fig. 2: If find it quite confusing to denote a “domain” by single symbols. Why do you not include some dashed lines separating the different domains and add some letters A, B, C for referencing to those regions? Add delta= or Elevation= on the top of the columns in front of the number.

Response 17:

On this Figure we show exactly which values we took from the full matrix of possible solutions of the spheroidal model. But we agree that the word “Domain” is misleading. We changed the following sentence in the caption of Figure 2: “‘+’ (oblate particles), ‘O’ (isometric particles) and ‘*’ (prolate particles) symbols are data points used in Figure 3. The elevation dependency of these three scenarios are depicted further in Section 2.3. The two white vertical lines in (a) separate the three particle domains of oblate (zone A), prolate (zone B) and the isometric (zone C) hydrometeors.”

Comment 18:

L. 187: I see the point that only using two elevation angles reduces the total time needed for a scan. But on the other hand, aren’t you also losing information by reducing the number of elevation angles so drastically? Can you provide an evaluation of what is the best compromise between scan speed and number of elevation angles included?

Response 18:

All elevation angles of an RHI scan are processed to calculate SLDR(θmin) and SLDR(θmax) by means of the 3rd order polynomial fit (Section 3.1) and to calculate the slope of SLDR vs. elevation by means of the linear regression (Section 3.3). Only SLDR(θmin) and SLDR(θmax) are needed for the evaluation against the output of the spheroidal scattering model (Section 3.2). For more details, see our reply to comment 1. Section 3 was improved during the review process. We think it will now be easier for the reviewer and the reader to understand the methodology.

We cannot provide this kind of evaluation about the best compromise between scan speed and number of elevation angles, which depends on various settings of the cloud radar (e.g., scan.
speed, sensitivity, co-cross-channel isolation). A limit number of data points is already given in the manuscript (15%).

Comment 19:

L. 190: I agree that the need to assume horizontal homogeneity is a very strong assumption limiting the applicability of the retrieval. But how broadly applicable is your retrieval method if one needs an “experienced-eye evaluation” of each RHI scan? I think this is a big limitation and you should better provide some more objective criteria which can be used.

Response 19:

This question has been already answered in response I.4. We added a sentence to the Section 3 of the revised manuscript.

Comment 20:

L. 199: What do you mean with “scan pattern”. Fig. 2 only shows two constant elevation angles, right? Or do you mean Fig. 1?

Response 20:

Yes, we confused the Figure number. We have corrected in Section 3.1, lie 221 “Figure 2” to “Figure 1”.

Comment 21:

L. 217: I probably don’t understand the method correctly: I thought you measure at 90° and 150° elevation only (L. 187). What I don’t get is why you need to apply a polynomial fit to obtain the values at those angles? Also how can you apply a polynomial fit if you have only two points? Or are you using complete RHI scans to derive the fit which you can then apply to only two-elevation angle measurements? Please explain better.

Response 21:

Yes, we are using complete RHI scans to calculate SLDR(θ_min) and SLDR(θ_max) via the 3rd order polynomial fit and the linear regression of SLDR for obtaining the general slope of the SLDR vs. elevation angle (see replies to questions 1 and 3 above). The polynomial fit is applied to all data points of the complete RHI scan for each height level and thus acts as a kind of noise filter. The retrieval calculates θ_min and θ_max (minimum and maximum elevation angles of the RHI scan) already mentioned in Section 2.3. We propose to rephrase the sentence lines 206-207 to “has the particularity of combining simulated and measured values of SLDR at only two elevation angles, isolated from a full RHI scan.” and suppress “of 90° and 150°”.

Comment 22:
Unclear what you mean. In Fig. 2a I see that delta_s is very “straight” for prolate and isometric particles. For the oblate ones, I see that a non-linear fit is needed. Please rephrase. Again in the entire paragraph it is unclear to me what is fitted against what.

Response 22:

We rephrased the second part of Section 2.3 (lines 149-203) to be more coherent with Figure 2a.

Comment 23:

Hard to follow without references. Is this valid for all cloud radars even at all different wavelengths? What are typical minimum values of delta_s of common cloud radar systems? The references in Sec. 2.1 are only valid for your MIRA system, or? How low was delta_s for the systems used in previous studies, for example the Ka and W band systems used in the US?

Response 23:

This question is already answered in response III.10. We removed the reference because the SLDR limit value of about -31dB was valid only for the radar calibration of LDR-mode MIRA-35 as used by Bühl et al. (2016). The minimum value of SLDR (co-cross-channel isolation) used in our study was derived as proposed by Myagkov et al., 2015, by identifying the minimum detected SLDR in light rain.

Comment 24:

Confusing. In Fig. 2c, d the minimum (dark blue) values of the colorbar are indicating -35 dB.

Response 24:

Already answered in the previous question.

Comment 25:

What is the prediction interval of a polynomial fit? Please explain better.

Response 25:

We added the following sentence to lines 268-271: “The confidence interval is calculated as follows: $\Delta 95 = 2\Delta$ where $\Delta$ is the standard deviation of the difference between the measured and simulated values of SLDR at all available elevation angles from 90° to 150°.”. The Section 3.1 has been completely rephrased to be better understandable for the reader.

Comment 26:

In the second part of section 3.2 and especially in the caption to Fig. 5 I got completely lost. I tried to read and understand it now several times but I am totally confused. For example some formulations of caption to Fig. 5: “intersection of observed delta_s in the data fields simulated with the spheroidal scattering model”. How can observed
delta_s be simulated? “Isolines of the observed values in the model space” Isolines of observed values? “Overlay of intersections of the isolines” what is that? “As observational input, hypothetical values of typical oblate particles…” What is an observational input? I think the section and the caption need to be carefully rephrased. Please give it to somebody who is not an expert in order to ensure that an average experienced reader can follow.

Response 26:

Thanks for the comment and apologies for the complicated formulations in the original version of the manuscript. We rephrased and reorganized the methodology section and the caption of Figure 5 in order to make it more accessible to the reader (see Section 3).

Comment 27:

L. 275: What is a “hypothetical case study” and what should it be useful for??

Response 27:

The hypothetical case study is useful to better illustrate the VDPS method. Values of SLDR are chosen to represent plate-like crystals and will be used to depict the method step by step. As we don't have real evaluation data, we needed to select a hypothetical case study to illustrate the application of the VDPS technique for a certain, well-defined hydrometeor type. We rephrased the hypothetical case study in an example and incorporated this case study better in the text to describe the method (See Section 3 of the revised manuscript).

Comment 28:

L. 281: “Stratification of ice particle shapes” again unclear what you mean by that. Maybe a vertical profile?

Response 28:

Yes, we changed lines 311-312: “Stratification of ice particle shapes” to “vertical profile”.

Comment 29:

Figure 7: The temperature information used from model analysis in your Cloudnet classification has obviously some problems as the melting level jumps unrealistically up and down over time (for example between 13:00-13:30 and also later on). How does that affect your results? You should check the model fields or only rely on the melting layer estimated from the radar itself.

Response 29:

The temperature is not responsible for the sudden decrease of the melting layer height. If you have a look at Figure 8, the melting layer is well represented at around 1300m height (high SLDR values), which corresponds to the melting layer detected by Cloudnet at 13:00 UTC. The drop of the melting layer to 1000m height results from the melting layer detection scheme of Cloudnet but the temperature range represented in Figure 7 by black dashed lines is realistic. Please note, in the shown case study, Cloudnet identified the melting layer during the time of
the scan at a wrong height level. Reason for this is, that Cloudnet uses the observed LDR, fall velocity and modeled dew point temperature as indicators for the melting layer. During the discussed period, the SLDR and fall-velocity signature of the melting layer was too weak, which caused Cloudnet to switch to the 0°C-dew point level for the melting layer classification. The actual location of the melting layer is further highlighted in Figure 8, as will be discussed in the remainder of this subsection. This problem doesn’t affect our results because we only use the polarimetric parameter SLDR (Cloudnet is shown to put the scan into the context of the overall meteorological situation) and we validate the method predominantly based on the temperature which presents no problems in this case.

We added in Section 4.1, lines 344-347: “The sudden drop of the melting layer height from 1300 m to around 1000 m height that is visible right at the time of the RHI scan, is an artifact of the melting layer detection scheme of Cloudnet, which switched from a fall-velocity-based detection to the 0°C-dewpoint level as threshold for the melting layer identification.”

**Comment 30:**

Section 4.1: It is still unclear to me how you can use modeled values of delta and rho based on pure ice particles for this rain case. In the previous chapter, you argue that zeta is “not strongly affected by the refractive index” but now you are using observed delta and rho values as well? By the way, as in most of the manuscript you are using an unscientific formulation “not strongly affected by the refractive index”. You should quantify what you mean by that: Less than 10%, less than 1% or something similar. And what is actually the problem of using refractive index of water for this case study? I guess the Rayleigh scattering parameters won’t take much time to be calculated.

**Response 30:**

Refractive index does not matter in the calculation of polarimetric properties of isometric particles. polarizability ratio is a mix of aspect ratio and refractive index. We did not select the ice phase for the isometric case study, as we cannot be sure about the actual ice particle shape. For droplets in light rain, we can be sure that they are isometric.

**Comment 31:**

Description of Fig. 9: In the plot you show linear fits which have by definition a constant gradient (derivative is the slope). If you want to indicate that the gradient changes over the range of elevation angles then you should add a curve that represents a derivative over a certain elevation angle range. Right now I don’t find this very consistent and physically sound.

**Response 31:**

You are right, we don’t use a gradient but the slope of the linear fit to describe the behavior of SLDR measurements from 90°(θ_min) to 150°(θ_max) elevation angle. We changed “gradient” to “linear regression” in all manuscript (already answered in response III.14).

**Comment 32:**

L. 327: At 1300m I find in the blue box area of Fig. 7 temperatures far below 0°C. But again I think this is an artifact of the model temperature field used for Cloudnet.
Response 32:

The 0°C isoline is at around 1400m height which means that the temperature is positive at 1300m height (and not below 0°C). If you mean that the 0°C isoline and melting layer are not correlated, it is assumed that ice particles melt at the level of 0°C dewpoint temperature, which is usually at heights below the 0°C temperature height level. Concerning the melting layer jump, we consider the melting layer visible in Figure 8 was detected at around 1300m height.

Comment 33:

L. 330-339: Sorry, but this interpretation of particle shape above the melting layer is completely invalid in my opinion. Your method implicitly assumes that the volume is composed of only one particular particle shape, correct? In such a relatively thick mixed-phase cloud it is almost certain that close to the ML you face a mixture of single crystals, aggregates and maybe even rimed particles. This mixture is not only comprised of very different shapes but also various densities.

Response 33:

Yes. In our study we calculated SLDR using only one spectral line in the co-channel which indicates the dominant type of particles. We only mentioned that particles are isometric or less dense (as assumed, using the main SNR peak), which can be formed via processes such as riming (graupel are spherical) or aggregation (less dense particles). We only describe the polarizability associated in this layer and we don’t give details about the microphysical process responsible in this case.

We changed lines 369-371: “as both of which form isometric graupel particles or aggregates, respectively” to “…it is likely that these isometric or less dense particles are the result of mixed-phase cloud processes, such as riming or aggregation, which cannot unambiguously be identified solely with the VDPS method.”.

Comment 34:

L. 367: It is not true that between -10 and 0°C one expects only columnar particles. For example, between -8 and -10°C one expects plate-like particles.

Response 34:

Thank you for this comment. For this reason, we changed the columnar case study, that is shown in Section 4.2. The new case study features a temperature range from -3°C to -7°C which allows the formation of columnar crystals only.

Comment 35:

L. 382-383: “rather dense” and dendritic particles can’t be true. Due to the branching of dendrites their density is much less than for example hexagonal plates.

Response 35:
You are right, we can be more precise, we changed the interpretation and describe hydrometeors as thick plates, which is more consistent with our results. We propose to change in Section 4.3, lines 413-415, “The values of $\xi$ are relatively constant around 0.4 from 3100 m to 3600 m height corresponding to particles which are strongly oblate and rather dense, pointing likely to the class of thick plate crystals (Reinking et al., 2002), Matrosov et al., (2012). On the other hand, above 3600 m height, $\xi \approx 0.55$ was observed, representing particles which are likely less dense such as plates or dendritic crystals.”

Comment 36 :

Fig. 16: The distribution of rho_s does not look like following a linear relationship. What does this indicate and why not using also polynomial fit for rho as well?

Response 36 :

The 3rd order polynomial fit is only used to calculate SLDR($\theta_{\text{min}}$) and SLDR($\theta_{\text{max}}$) for comparison of these values to the respective output of the spheroidal scattering model at the min and max elevation angles $\theta_{\text{min}}$ and $\theta_{\text{max}}$. However, $\rho_{\text{ex}}$ was not used in the spheroidal scattering model to calculate the polarizability ratio (only SLDR is used) and is removed completely from the new version of the revised manuscript (explained in more details in response I.1).

Comment 37 :

L. 415: You claim that you developed an automatized framework but in L. 191 you say that the method needs “experienced-eye evaluation of the obtained RHI scan”. How can this method be automatized if you need to inspect each single RHI scan?

Response 37 :

The framework works automatically but doesn’t select the RHI scan. We find the “experienced-eye evaluation” more relevant to validate the homogeneity of studied clouds.” However we can consider developing a new algorithm that is able to select RHI scans according to relevant parameters such as fall velocity of particles by using Doppler spectra from 90° to 150° elevation angle. We removed the following sentence from the conclusion Section of the original manuscript: “The VDPS method was implemented by means of an automatized framework, which permits us to obtain statistics about the particle shape for a long period of measurements and covering several field campaigns.”
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